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Double ionization of neon with orthogonally polarized two-color (OTC) laser fields is investigated using
coincidence momentum imaging. We show that the two-electron emission dynamics in nonsequential
double ionization can be controlled by tuning the subcycle shape of the electric field of the OTC pulses. We
demonstrate experimentally switching from correlated to anticorrelated two-electron emission, and control
over the directionality of the two-electron emission. Simulations based on a semiclassical trajectory model
qualitatively explain the experimental results by a subcycle dependence of the electron recollision time on
the OTC field shape.
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Angström and attosecond control of free electron wave
packets is one of the pinnacles of attosecond science.
Orthogonally polarized two-color (OTC) laser fields allow
us to control the motion of field-ionizing electronic wave
packets both in time and space [1,2]. In OTC pulses time
and space are connected and thus an attosecond time scale
is established in the polarization plane for both the emitted
and the recolliding wave packets [3,4]. OTC pulses have
been proposed to increase the efficiency [5] and to allow
control over the polarization state of high-harmonic radi-
ation [6], and they have been used to interrogate atomic and
molecular orbital structure [7–9] via high harmonic radi-
ation. The ability to steer electrons with two-color laser
fields has led to proposals for using them in laser induced
electron diffraction [10] and double ionization [11,12].
Here, we report on experiments and semiclassical sim-

ulations of nonsequential double ionization (NSDI) in
orthogonally polarized 800 and 400 nm laser fields. We
show that theseOTC fields provide control over the emission
dynamics of two electrons from neon atoms in the intensity
regime of NSDI. By manipulating the subcycle shape of the
OTC field we demonstrate switching from correlated to
anticorrelated two-electron emission along the polarization
direction of the fundamental field. Simultaneously, the OTC
pulses provide control over the two-electron emission
direction along the second-harmonic field axis, similar to
a single color carrier-envelope phase stabilized few cycle
pulse [13]. Finally, we find that the NSDI rate in OTC pulses
is very sensitive to the initial transverse momentum of the
recolliding electron.
In our experiments the OTC pulses were produced by

combining an 800 nm laser pulse, frequency ω, and its

second harmonic pulse, frequency 2ω, polarized along x and
z, respectively, in a collinear geometry at a rate of 5 kHz. The
laser peak intensity in either color was I800 nm ¼ I400 nm ¼
ð2� 0.2Þ × 1014 W=cm2. The durations (FWHM) of the
fundamental (46 fs) and second harmonic pulse (48 fs)
were measured by using second-harmonic frequency
resolved optical gating (FROG) and self-diffraction
FROG, respectively. Temporal overlap of the two pulses
was ensured by compensating for their different group
velocities with calcite plates and a pair of fused silica
wedges. The electric field of the OTC pulses can be written
as (atomic units are used unless otherwise stated) ~EðtÞ ¼
fxðtÞ cosðωtÞ~ex þ fzðtÞ cosð2 ωtþ ΔφÞ~ez, with Δφ the
relative phase of the two colors. Variations of Δφ by fine
steps of one of thewedges allows us to control thewaveform
of the OTC pulse on a subcycle time scale [1,3]. The three-
dimensionalmomentumvector of electrons and ions emitted
from neon atoms upon interaction with the OTC pulses was
measured as a function of Δφ using cold-target recoil-ion
momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [14]. The relative
phase was calibrated by the peaks of the Neþ yield
modulation measured at lower intensities [15,16]. The
COLTRIMS setup was described in detail previously [15].
In short, electrons and ions created in the laser focus were
guided by weak uniform electric (1.8 V=cm) and magnetic
(10.5G) fields onto twomultihit position- and time-sensitive
detectorswith delay line anodes for position readout. The ion
rate was adjusted to ≈0.3 per laser shot. From the measured
time of flight and position of each particle, its three dimen-
sional momentum vector was calculated.
The process of NSDI, i.e., the emission of two electrons

from an atom or molecule due to inelastic scattering of an
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electron that is driven back to its parent ion by a strong laser
field [17–19], has become a test bed for the investigation
[13,20] and theoretical description [21,22] of the dynamics
of electron correlation on few to sub-fs time scales. The
measured yield of Ne2þ and Neþ ions as a function ofΔφ is
shown in Fig. 1(a). At the peak intensities used in the
experiments, the Neþ yield is close to saturation and
becomes independent of Δφ. However, the measured yield
of Ne2þ strongly depends on Δφ with maxima around
Δφ ≈ ðnþ 0.5Þπ, n ∈ N. In contrast, tunneling theory [23]
for two independent tunneling steps predicts that the Ne2þ
yield peaks at Δφ ¼ nπ [see Fig. 1(a)].
In order to gain insight into the experimentally observed

two-electron emission dynamics, we performed simulations
using a semiclassical model [24]. In this model, the first
electron is assumed to be tunnel ionized into the continuum
with a probability according to tunneling theory [23]. The
electron is placed at the tunneling exit with zero longitudinal
momentum and a Gaussian distribution of transverse
momentum [25]. The initial condition of the second
(bound) electron is a microcanonical distribution in the
screened potential of the doubly charged ion with an energy
of −1.5a:u: (the second ionization potential of Ne).
Thereafter, the evolution of the tunneling and bound electron
is determined by the coupled classical equations of motion

d2~ri
dt2

¼−~EðtÞ− ~∇½Vneð~riÞþVeeð~r1;~r2Þ�; i¼ð1;2Þ; (1)

with ~EðtÞ the OTC laser field as defined above with an
envelope that has a constant amplitude for the first 6 cycles
and then linearly turns off during 2 cycles of the 800 nm
field. Vneð~riÞ ¼ −2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2i þ a2

p
is the ionic potential with a

soft-core parameter a ¼ 0.5 to avoid the Coulomb singu-
larity, and Veeð~r1; ~r2Þ ¼ 1=j~r1 − ~r2j is the electron-electron
interaction potential. For simplicity, we restricted themotion
of the electrons to the laser polarization plane. This
restriction underestimates the diffusion of the electron wave
packet and overestimates recollision ionization during
multiple returns. To account for that we have excluded
double ionization (DI) events occurring at later returns. The
dependence of the double ionization yield on Δφ predicted
by the model is overlaid on the experimental results in
Fig. 1(a). The experimental data, in particular, themaxima or
minima and the small knee structures in between them, are
reproduced very well. The discrepancy in the modulation
depth of the yield may be caused by intensity averaging in
the laser focus not taken into account in the calculations,
by a jitter of Δφ in the experiments, or by quantum effects
that are not captured by the semiclassical model.
In NSDI the two electrons can be ejected either via a

correlated scenario, where both electrons are emitted into
the same hemisphere, or via an anticorrelated scenario,
where both electrons are preferentially emitted into oppo-
site hemispheres. Insight into the two-electron emission
dynamics can be gained from correlated two-electron
momentum spectra. This requires the detection of at least
one electron in addition to the doubly charged ion. The
momentum vector of the second electron can then be
calculated from the relation ~p1 þ ~p2 ¼ −~pion. In our
experiment the statistics is too small to plot the correlated
two-electron spectra, therefore, we will restrict the analysis
to ~pion. Analysis of the spectra of the sum momentum
vector in terms of their mean values and widths along px
and pz, however, allows obtaining detailed insight into the
correlated electron emission dynamics, as we will show in
the following.
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show measured Ne2þ momentum

distributions in the polarization plane for two values of Δφ.
The distributions are symmetric about the ω-field axis (x),
while they show a pronounced asymmetry that depends on
Δφ along the 2ω-field axis (z). The simulations nicely
reproduce the measured spectra [Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. This
symmetry dependence reflects the spatial asymmetry in the
OTC field, where the photoelectron returns to the ion under
a time-dependent angle �α with the 2ω-field axis [3,4,7]
[see insets in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. To study the effects of the
varying spatial asymmetry with Δφ on the two-electron
emission, we show in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the momentum
spectra of Ne2þ for the px (800 nm) and pz (400 nm)
momentum components separately. It can be seen by the 2π
periodicity of the pz;400 nm asymmetry [Fig. 2(b)] that both
electrons are periodically emitted into the same hemisphere
along the 400 nm field direction, while no asymmetry is

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Measured normalized yield of Neþ
(red dots) and Ne2þ (blue dots) ions over relative phase Δφ. The
solid green line represents the calculated normalized Ne2þ yield
assuming two independent tunneling steps. Green squares re-
present the results from the semiclassical trajectory model (see
text). (b),(c) Measured momentum distributions of Ne2þ in the
polarization plane of the OTC field for Δφ ¼ 0.7π (b) and
Δφ ¼ 1.7π (c). (d),(e) Same as (b),(c) but simulated using the
trajectory model.
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found along the 800 nm field axis [Fig. 2(c)]. For obtaining
detailed information about the electron-electron correlation
we now analyze the Δφ dependence of the Ne2þ momen-
tum distributions along pz and px in terms of their mean
momentum value and spectral width (FWHM).
Figure 2(a) illustrates the information contained in the

spectral mean value and width of the ion momentum
distribution pion

ðx;zÞ ¼ −ðp1ðx;zÞ þ p2;ðx;zÞÞ. Correlated two-
electron emission (indicated in blue) results either in a
large width and zero mean value, if it takes place sym-
metrically into both hemispheres (full blue area), or in a
narrow width and large mean value if it happens domi-
nantly into one hemisphere (blue thick line). Anticorrelated
two-electron emission (indicated in hatched orange) man-
ifests itself as a narrow ion momentum spectrum with zero
mean value.

Figures 2(d) and 2(e) show the mean value and width of
the Ne2þ momentum along px;800 nm and pz;400 nm as red
squares and blue circles, respectively. While the width
along the 400 nm direction is constant with Δφ, the mean
value strongly modulates with the relative phase. This is
consistent with a correlated two-electron emission [as
sketched by the blue thick line in the ion momentum
spectrum in Fig. 2(a)], where both electrons are ejected
dominantly into the same hemisphere with pz > 0 forΔφ ≈
0.4π þ n2π and to pz < 0 for Δφ ≈ 1.4π þ n2π, n ∈ N;
very close to those relative phases where the total double
ionization probability maximizes [cf. Fig. 1(a)]. Thus,
along the 400 nm direction the OTC pulse has a comparable
effect on the photoelectrons as a carrier-envelope phase
stabilized few-cycle laser pulse [13]. This reflects the
characteristic of OTC fields where trajectories from suc-
cessive half-cycles of the 800 nm field are recolliding under
the same angle relative to the 400 nm field [3,7] [cf. insets
in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)].
In contrast to the 400 nm direction, the mean value of the

px;800 nm momentum component of Ne2þ stays roughly
constant over Δφ [Fig. 2(d)]. The px;800 nm width, however,
oscillates between 3 and 5 a.u. [Fig. 2(e)], and minimizes
when the total double ionization probability maximizes
[compare with Fig. 1(a)]. One scenario that can explain
both the small momentum width and the increased two-
electron ionization probability at these Δφ, is that the two
electrons are emitted into opposite px;800 nm hemispheres in
a strongly anticorrelated emission scenario [as sketched by
the orange spectrum in Fig. 2(a)]. For those phases where
the spectral width is large, the data imply that the emission
happens in a correlated manner with emissions alternately
into both hemispheres px > 0 and px < 0 which leads to
spectra as sketched by the blue areas in Fig. 2(a). Thus, our
measurements demonstrate that by using OTC laser fields it
is possible to control the electron-electron (anti-)correlation
during NSDI by using Δφ as the control parameter.
Wewill now use the semiclassical model described above

to corroborate the conclusions drawn from the experi-
ments. Figures 3(a)—3(d) show simulated two-electron
momentum spectra along px;800 nm and pz;400 nm for two
relative phases, for which the simulated DI yield shows a
maximum (Δφ ¼ 0.6π) and a minimum (Δφ ¼ 0.2π),
respectively. It can be clearly seen that at Δφ ¼ 0.2π the
two-electron emission along the 800 nm polarization direc-
tion is primarily correlated into the same hemisphere
(quadrants 1 and 3). In contrast, at Δφ ¼ 0.6π the two
electrons are strongly anticorrelated and emitted into oppo-
site hemispheres (quadrants 2 and 4). Thus, the model
confirms the alternation between correlated and anticorre-
lated emission along the 800 nm direction observed in the
experiment. Likewise, the narrow two-electron momentum
distribution with alternating asymmetry, observed along
the 400 nm direction in the experiment, is confirmed by the
simulations [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)]. Simulated results of the

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Signatures of correlated (blue, full)
and anticorrelated (orange, hatched) two-electron emission dy-
namics in two-electron (lower right) and ion (upper left)
momentum spectra. (b),(c) Ne2þ momentum along pz (b) and
px (c) with the other directions integrated over as a function of
relative phase Δφ. (d) Δφ-dependent mean value of pz (filled
blue dots) and px (filled red squares). (e) Width of pz (filled blue
dots) and px (filled red squares). The corresponding simulated
results in (d) and (e) are shown by open green circles and squares,
respectively.
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width and mean value along px;800 nm and pz;400 nm for a
variation of Δφ over a full period of 2π are shown in
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) by the green symbols, and good agree-
ment with the experimental values is achieved.
For further insight into the origin of the Δφ-dependent

electron-electron correlations we traced the evolution of
those semiclassical trajectories that lead to DI. In Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f) we show the probability distribution of the time
of recollision tr (blue bars) for Δφ ¼ 0.2π and Δφ ¼ 0.6π,
respectively. Here, tr is defined as the instant of the
closest approach of the tunnel ionized electron to the
parent ion. It can be seen that for Δφ ¼ 0.2π recollision
occurs predominantly around the zero crossing of the
800 nm field (just after the field maximum of the
400 nm field). If both electrons ionize immediately after
the recollision, the classically expected momentum values
that the two electrons gain from the laser field are given by
[26] px;800 nm ¼ −AxðtrÞ and pz;400 nm ¼ −AzðtrÞ, with
Ax;zðtÞ ¼ −

R
t
−∞ Ex;zðt0Þdt0 the vector potential along the

x and z direction, respectively. Thus, when the two
electrons are released around ExðtÞ ≈ 0 and around a
maximum of EzðtÞ, they gain the same nonzero momentum
along the px;800 nm direction and nearly zero momentum
along the pz;400 nm direction, resulting in the correlated
distributions shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). At Δφ ¼ 0.6π,
on the other hand, recollision occurs predominantly just
before the maximum of the 800 nm field and around the
zero crossing of the 400 nm field [Fig. 3(f)]. Consequently,

the two electrons gain nonzero momentum along the
pz;400 nm direction, in agreement with the asymmetric
momentum distribution in Fig. 3(d). For the strong anti-
correlated back-to-back emission of the two electrons along
px;800 nm that we observe both in experiment and simulation
[Fig. 3(c)], the two electrons must gain relatively large
comparable momenta into opposite directions. Such
dynamics cannot be explained simply by the timing of
the recollision, but may result from different initial veloc-
ities at the ionization event after the recollision [27] due to
electron-electron Coulomb interaction, and to a certain
extent also from a subcycle time difference between the
ionization events of the two electrons [20].
We conclude that the simulations reveal a correspon-

dence between the emission dynamics of the two electrons,
and the subcycle variations of the recollision time when Δφ
is changed. When Δφ is varied over a full period of 2π,
both the time of recollision (tr) and the time of ionization of
the first electron (ti) periodically vary over roughly a quarter
(half)-cycle of the 800 (400 nm) field, as shown in Fig. 3(g).
As the recollision time gradually varies between the
zero crossing and the maximum of the 800 nm field, the
electron distributions vary between the correlated and
anticorrelated behavior, which results in the oscillations
of thewidth of the ionmomentum spectra along thepx;800 nm
direction [Fig. 2(d)], as described above. Because recolli-
sions occur every half cycle of the 800 nm field [Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f)], themomentum that the two electrons gain from the
field and impart to the ion upon inelastic scattering taking
place during half-cycles of different polarity, averages out
over the duration of the multicycle pulse. As a result, the
mean value of the measured ion momentum stays zero
independent of Δφ [Fig. 2(d)]. In contrast, for the 400 nm
field the periodicity of the recollisions is one laser cycle, not
half a laser cycle. Thus, the momenta from two successive
scattering events do not cancel. As a result, themeanvalue of
the ion momentum oscillates when the recollision time
moves with respect to the phase of the 400 nm field
[Fig. 2(d)].
Finally, the model can also be used to qualitatively

understand the modulation of the DI yield with Δφ shown
in Fig. 1(a). Because of the diffusion of the recolliding
electron wave packet, the probability of recollision
decreases when the travel time of the tunneled electron
increases. Figure 3(h) shows the travel time of the tunneled
electron as a function ofΔφ. It can be seen that this quantity
is smallest for 0.4π ≲ Δφ≲ 0.6π. In OTC fields, effective
recollision also requires a proper initial transverse velocity
at tunneling [1], the value of which depends on Δφ. Larger
transverse velocity means lower tunneling probability [25]
and, thus, the recollision probability is highest at those
relative phases that require the smallest initial transverse
velocity. The smallest mean value of the initial transverse
momentum is obtained for 0.5π ≲ Δφ≲ π [Fig. 3(h)].
Combining the two considered effects, maximum DI yield

FIG. 3 (color online). (a),(b) Simulated two-electron momen-
tum distributions along the 800 nm (a) and 400 nm (b) polarization
directions for Δφ ¼ 0.2π. (b),(d) Same as (a) and (c) but for
Δφ ¼ 0.6π. (e),(f) DI yield versus laser phase at the instant of
recollision for Δφ ¼ 0.2π (e) and Δφ ¼ 0.6π (f). Tx denotes the
optical period of the 800 nm laser field. (g) Mean values of the
time of recollision (blue squares) and the tunnel ionization time of
the first electron (orange circles) as a function of Δφ. The top
panel shows a cycle of the 800 nm laser field. (h) Mean value of
the initial transverse velocity at the instant of tunneling (green
circles, left axis) and the mean value of the travel time (orange
squares, right axis) over Δφ for those trajectories that eventually
lead to DI.
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is predicted around Δφ ≈ 0.5π, in very good agreement
with the measured value [Fig. 1(a)].
In conclusion, we used the COLTRIMS technique to

investigate for the first time atomic double ionization by
OTC laser fields. We showed experimentally that by tuning
the shape of the electric field of the OTC pulses on the
subcycle scale it is possible to control the two-electron
emission dynamics in nonsequential double ionization, and
to dictate whether the two electrons are predominantly
emitted in a correlated or anticorrelated manner. With the
help of simulations based on a semiclassical trajectory
model we are able to qualitatively explain the experimental
results by subcycle changes of the recollision time when the
relative phase of the two colors is varied.
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